Test 5
NAME: ___________________________________________ DATE:

________________

CLASS: ___________________________________________ MARK:

_______
100
(Time: 50 minutes)

Vocabulary
A Complete the sentences with the correct word in the correct form.
volunteer • destroy • affect • injury • rubble • challenge • rescue • supplies • still • running
1 That natural disaster … all the people in the north part of the city.
2 Last summer I had a job in the ... team in Moscow.
3 As the result of the earthquake a lot of people had terrible ... .
4 The hurricane that happened last week ... a half of the town.
5 ... teams from all over the world have come to give a helping hand.
6 To work as a volunteer the whole summer was a real ... to me.
Points:
10 x 1
7 There was a lot of ... on the seashore after the storm.
8 The system of ... water was broken during the hurricane.
9 The small child was ... alive after the catastrophe.
10 Medical ... are necessary to help the injured in the earthquake.
B

Underline the correct item.
1. can’t believe my (eyes / ears)
2. (go / come) on a journey
3. (clean / clear) the rubble
4. (clean / sweep) houses out to sea
5. (raise / rise) money
6. charity (campaign / company)
7. (make / do) a real difference to people
8. (follow / go) in his footsteps
9. (set / make) a world record
10. (running / floating) water

Points: _____
10 x 1 10

C Fill in prepositions if necessary.
from • through • out of • for • up • out • to • in (2) • by
1. Suffer ... some injury
2. Get ... some place
3. Pull somebody ... the rubble
4. Live ... tents
5. Clean ... streets
6. Give ... food
7. Raise money ... charity
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_____
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8. Alternative ... something
9. ... accident
10. Sleep ... hammocks

Points: _____
10 x 1 10

D Match the parts of the word.
1. best2. rain
3. sun
4. skate
5. sun
6. eco7. camp
8. over
9. earth
10. badly-

a. rise
b. forest
c. screen
d. camp
e. fishing
f. quake
g. board
h paid
i. fire
j. selling

Grammar
E Choose the correct item.
1

2

When Glib came home everyone … to
sleep.
A had gone B went
C has gone
When … you … home last night?
A did come B did went C had come

3 If he … supper he wouldn’t have been
hungry.
A had had B had
C has had
4 I wish I … go to the south this summer.
A could
B can
C–
5

If only we … before!
A had met
B met

6

Mary hasn’t come home ….
A still
B yet
C already

7

We haven’t seen each other … ten weeks.
A already B for C still

8

We hasn’t had a holiday … last Sunday.
A since
B for
C just

9

My sister … to the country for the whole
summer last year.
A goes
B went
C has gone
The book was very … to read.
A excited
B exciting C excite

10

C meet
Points: _____
10 x 2
20

Everyday English
F

Choose the correct response.

1

A: Would you mind helping us with washing
up?
B: a Sure. You are welcome.
b Yes, no problem.
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4

A: I’m free this afternoon.
B: a Would you mind helping us?
b That’s OK.

5

A: What time?

Test 5
2

A: Around seven would be nice.
B: a OK, see you at seven then.
b It’s all right.

B: a Around five would be OK.
b Great, thanks.

3

A: What are you doing? Can I give you a
hand?
B: a No, thank you.
b Actually, I’ve nearly finished.

Points: _____
5x2
10

Reading
G Read the text and mark the sentences T (true), F (false) or NS (not stated).
We Bring Sympathy into Public Spaces with Art and Practical Conversation
Help Each Other Out is a growing collective of people having an idea that being there for others is
often easier than we think and that it matters. Its founder is Dr. Kelsey Crowe, who received her PhD
in social work from the University of California, Berkeley. Her personal story includes being isolated in
difficult times and shying away from others in their time of need and has brought her to do this work.
She knew ignoring friends wasn’t the right thing to do, but didn’t know what to do instead. So she
conducted loads of social science research how to support people through hard times in life, and
founded Help Each Other Out to build community to share her experience.
What we believe in is
– The Courage To Try is 80% of the job.
– Small Gestures Really Count.
– Being There can fit all personality types and busy schedules.
What is our approach?
IIPA: Inspiring, Informed, Practical, and Adaptable
Inspiring: We use art, design, and people’s simple stories to express the million forms of Being
There.
Informed: We develop our website and workshops with an editorial eye informed by research.
Practical: We help to express compassion and sympathy every day and feel most excited by any
information that can be used to support people.
Adaptable: Our advice can be adapted for your skills and range of relationships that extend from
family all the way to any man on the planet. It’s for you.
We are IIPA! Inspiring, Informed, Practical, and Adaptable
- See more at: http://helpeachotherout.com/about-us/#sthash.7zed48TW.dpuf

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Help Each Other is a company that works for the disabled.
The number of people in the company is rather small.
Help Each Other trains people how to help others.
The company was established by a scientist.
The founder of HEO used to have problems with socializing.
Ignoring friends isn’t the right thing to do.
Dr. Kelsey Crowe is a very popular woman in the USA.
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8 The most important part of a job is to make yourself try it.
9 They use different forms of art to express sympathy to people.
10 The advice they give in HEO is not for everyone to use.

Writing
H

Write an email about your latest news you are ready to share. Include:
• opening remarks,
• the event,
• the place of this event,
• activities you had during the event,
• your impressions and experience,
• closing remarks.
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Points: _____
20

4

